
This Kansas-based Subcontractor Has
Brought Venice to Vegas Via Faux Magic
By Laura M. Porinchak

Never again do people in North America have to

cross an ocean to get to Venice, Italy Mid-

west Drywall Co., Inc., headquartered in Wichita, Kans., has

recreated seven Venetian buildings on the Strip in Las Vegas, Nev.

It all started Nov. 26, 1996, when the former Sands Hotel was

imploded. The ground-breaking for The Venetian hotel, casi-

no, resort and convention center took place April 14, 1997.

Midwest Drywall’s brand new division, called “Themed Envi-

ronments,” went to work on March 1, 1998.

Phase I of The Venetian will open at the end of this month

with The Venetian Hotel Tower; The Grand Canal Shoppes, a

500,000 square foot indoor shopping mall; a 116,000 square

foot casino and The Venetian Congress Center, a 500,000

square foot meeting and convention facility

According to The Venetians web site, the Campanile Tower

will serve as an entrance through which a people mover will

carry visitors over the Rialto Bridge and the Bridge of Sighs to

the second level The Grand Canal Shoppes entrance. The

exterior facade will include gondolas bobbing in The Venet-

ians Grand Canal in front of the Doge’s Palace casino

entrance. This magnificent piazza will feature authentic vistas

of the finest Venetian icons.

A little background about some of the buildings: The Doge’s

Palace was the seat of government and housed the law-courts

and public archives of Venice. Nearly all of the significant

moments in Venetian history centered on this building.

The Campanile (Bell) Tower, at 315 feet tall, the world’s most

famous bell tower is a cornerstone of St. Marks Square. While

it was originally designed in 1496, it has been rebuilt numer-

ous times.

The Ca D’Oro (Palace of Gold) is one of Venice’s most elegant

palaces. Its name is attributable to the gilt finish that once cov-

ered its walls.

St. Mark’s Square is the religious, political and social heart of

Venice. This square contains the most famous buildings of the

city: the Basilica of San Marco, the Doge’s Palace, the Cam-

panile Tower and the Library of St. Mark

continued on page 40
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Venetian, continued from page 38

So what’s the big deal? Well, The Venetian is a big deal: It is

the largest actual reproduction to scale ever made in the world.

“Our mission as far as The Venetian was to create a highly

authentic reproduction of seven landmark buildings in

Venice,” says Tom G. McBride, vice president of Midwest

Drywall Co., Inc. Themed Environments.

Midwest Drywall is responsible for the buildings’ exteriors and

more than 100,000 square feet of interior facades. Some of the

building materials involved include exterior insulation and

finish systems, glass-fiber reinforced concrete, marble, faux

painting, plaster and plenty of drywall.

How did they do it? There is no easy answer.

It started when “the Venetians owner and general contractor

called Midwest Drywall and negotiated the project. The bid-

ding process was us vs. their budget,” says Steve Nienke, the

company’s president.

And the job was theirs.

The architects selected the profiles, but Midwest Drywall had

to figure out the attachments.

“We had thousands of shop drawings,” McBride says. For the

attention to detail, the architects and designers are second to

none. Plus, we had at least 3,000 photos and two or three

books for reference.”

From these photos and reference books, Midwest Drywall cre-

ated the shop drawings. The architects approved the drawings.

This job definitely has an element of design-build. The archi-

tects provide the dimensions, but Midwest Drywall has to fig-

ure out the attachment of the architectural elements. For
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example, “The ceilings needed more

reinforcement to hold the finish we’re

putting on it,” McBride says. “We’re

constantly making suggestions on

design.”

Nienke adds: “We have no profession-

al designers on site. It all falls on Tom’s

plate.”

A Look Inside

Inside you will find yourself in St.

Mark’s Square, one of five different

“neighborhoods” at The Venetian. It

To accomplish this unusual ceiling

design, Midwest Drywall hired a firm

called Sky Art, the same company that

painted the “sky ceiling” for Caesars

Palace Hotel & Casino. To start, the

entire room (45,000 square feet) was

entirely scaffolded for construction of

the ceiling, then removed.

Midwest Drywall provided 80-foot lifts

for the artist who sprayed the clouds on
the blue painted ceiling above. A crew

from Sky Art stayed at ground level,

directing the artist with a laser aimed at

the ceiling and communicating with

features a 70-foot ceiling painted to

resemble a blue sky with puffy white

clouds, with a sunrise sky at one end
and sunset at the other. Also, a canal

runs through the neighborhoods—

above the casino.

radios. The artists worked in the

evenings, when dust and other debris

were at a minimum.

The ceiling is made of 5/8-inch dry-

wall. It is a suspended system that does

not attach to the facades in front but



rather curves behind the structures,

making it look more realistic.

the ceiling, so we developed a stud/sus-

pension system that works well.

“We’re proud of the new systems we

developed. Hat channel would have

been normal, but that’s not what we

did,” Nienke says. “We needed a more

consistent way to sustain the shape of

“The radius is even,” McBride says.

“The sky artist said it was the best ceil-

ing she ever worked with because she

didn’t have to cover any imperfections.”

Midwest Drywall brought in three

On the Outside

continued on page 46

engineering and architectural firms to

detail the facade work One company

handled the interior, another was

responsible for the exterior, and the

third company handled various other

components of both the interior and

exterior.

The canal (with plaster effects) that

runs through the neighborhoods is 30

inches deep and, at various points, is

between 17 feet wide to 35 feet wide.

Venetian gondoliers will serenade in

Italian as they transport guests along

the 600 linear feet-long canal.

“The canal above the casino cannot

leak—ever,” says Garrett L. Byrd, pro-

ject director for The Venetian. To ensure

the water stays put, the canal is com-

posed of gunite, three layers of water-

proofing and masonry cells with drains.

The exterior of the Doge’s Palace is real

marble, which came from the same

quarry as the marble used for the origi-

nal palace in Venice. Midwest Drywall

had it shipped from Italy.

It also has many individual pieces of

cast concrete, some weighing as much

as 400 pounds. Putting the pieces

together was like putting together a

“giant jigsaw puzzle,” McBride says,

because the pieces have a tolerance of

only one-quarter of an inch. Quatrefoil

pieces were placed around tube steel, all

welded in place.

In addition, the palace incorporates

15,000 pieces of Rondell glass, also

shipped from Venice. Savoy Studios in

Oregon did the color matching to

achieve authenticity.
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Venetian, continued from page 44

“There is nothing acceptable except

materials that are authentic,” McBride

says. “The guys in the field have as

much attention to detail as I do.”

The architectural drawings weren't a lot

of help when it came to authenticity.

The workers had to rely on photos of

the original buildings to make sure they

were getting it right.

Did it work? Yes, say McBride and

Nienke. Nienke says the Vegas palace is

an “authentic recreation” of the origi-

nal, and McBride labels the original

and the copy “exact twins.”

For the Vegas Ca d’Oro, photos were

taken to the scaffold of the original Ca

d’Oro to locate the joints and duplicate

the grains of all the marble pieces.

On the exterior, the painting of the

faux marble was finished, but it wasn’t

to McBride’s liking, so the company

redid it at their expense. This meant

calling back nine workers for one week

and putting back into use three swing
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stages. And, as this story was being

written at the end of February, still

more touchup was in the works.

director. “He does all the color match-

es and directs the texture and aging

finishes on all exteriors,” McBride

says. “He has more than 20 years of

To match the artistry of the buildings

in Venice, Midwest Drywall hired

Stephen Santangelo of Southern Cali-

fornia as the company’s full-time art

experience in scenic art and sculpture,

and he spends a lot of time in the

field.”

Other key players are Tony Bailey and

Chris Arnold. Bailey is the company’s

general supervisor, and acts as the liai-

son between McBride and the field.

Arnold, the company’s on-site project

manager, manages the day-to-day office

details, purchases materials, organizes

subcontracts and fields most of the

questions about the drawings as they

come in from the field.

The Campanile Tower’s base is com-

prised of highly detailed cast work, but

the rest of the exterior is “brick,”

Nienke says. And, although it look like

brick, it really is an EIF system from

Dryvit called Ultra-Tex.

“We worked closely with the Ultra-Tar

people to develop a thicker template to

make the brick look older,” Nienke

says.

The original plans called for many

more foam shapes on many of the

buildings, but the regulations in Clark

County changed to limit the use of

foam on exteriors as a result of a fire at

the Eldorado Hotel-Casino in Reno,

Nev., in September 1997. Consequent-

ly, cast concrete shapes were substituted

for some of the foam pieces. And

because of that, many of the framing

situations changed to be able to hold

more weight. Where foam pieces were

used, they were provided by Treadway

Industries, Inc.

Another challenge was the scaffold sys-

tem erected for the tower. “We used a

scaffold system that is almost identical

to the system that’s been used in

Venice,” McBride says.

What did they use to hoist the workers

in the air? Nienke says the HEK brand

is “the only thing that will work, espe-
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cially in certain situations.” In this

case, the workers had to be lifted more

than 300 feet above the ground to

reach the top of the 35-story tower, Coordinated Trades
and they used HEK MSM Super mast

climbing work platforms to get them

there.

Safety Issues

Midwest Drywall has a crew of 350

people on this job, and at its peak

expects to have 425-450 workers. With

the other contractors involved in the

project, there are often 3,000 or more

on the site daily. Safety has to be a con-

cern.

McBride says the company expanded

on its safety program to address the

special needs of this job. The tower

required special attention.

“Each employee was put through a spe-

cial safety training program,” he

explains. “A safety manual is on each

HEK. Plus, it takes 10 to 15 minutes to

get from the top to the bottom, so each

HEK is equipped with radios and a

larger-than-usual first aid kit. Finally, if

the winds are 25 miles an hour or

more, the HEKs come down, even

though they can take up to 60 mph

winds.”

In the early stages, “the scaffold around

the Campanile Tower had to be can-

tilevered to the bridge and other struc-

tures so that work could continue

below,” McBride says.

To stay on the fast-track schedule, Mid-

west Drywall’s Themed Environments

had to plow ahead, doing whatever

they could whenever they could.

Sometimes working around the other

trades was more the reality than work-

ing with other trades. The cast pieces

arrived as they were manufactured, and

they didn't necessarily come in the

order in which they were to be

installed.

“We left holes if needed. We construct-

ed walls-they were braced or suspend-



ed to hold in position. We did this

before the concrete was poured,”

McBride says. “We would cut the holes

for windows, and did them without

sills, without capitals.”

To coordinate their efforts, Midwest

Drywall’s Themed Environments has its

own on-site trailer. They are using some

tenant space to store materials. As the

schedule begins to near the end, the pace

will pick up, and the available open stor-

age space will become more and more

limited. There will come a time when the

materials will have to be stored off-site.

“The logistics change daily,” McBride

says. “We’re getting close to the end, and

16-hour days are not unusual for man-

agement. Two crews work 11 hour shifts

each, six days a week And we work on

the occasional Sunday and holiday.”

How do you inspire employees to work

so hard for so long?

“This type of schedule is not unusual

for Las Vegas,” McBride says. “And

they all don’t do it. Those who do are

paid well. The quality of craftsmen we

have found here in Las Vegas—consid-

ering the themed-environments type of

work we do—is second to none.

They’re incredible.”

The Road to Now

Midwest Drywall has been in business

27 years. Today they have office in

Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Kan.,

Oklahoma City; Denver; Biloxi, Miss.;

Dallas and Las Vegas, Nev.

“In 1998, we successfully completed

more than $100 million worth of

work,” Nienke says. “This $30 million

contract will propel Midwest Drywall

into the exciting world of themed con-

struction.”

The company experienced growth

through drywall and acoustical ceiling

work, and later moved into EIFS and

special exterior finishes and shapes.

What helped build the business? High-

quality managers, loyal field employees
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and a strong bonus and profit-sharing plan, say Nienke andAnd what has Midwest Drywall learned about the theming

McBride. business?

“We haven’t lost anyone we wanted to keep,” McBride says.

“We treat people with respect and dignity My door is always

open whether its for a laborer, foreman, whomever. We trust

our people and have gone beyond. We try to earn their trust.”

Looking Back

Where do they go from here?

Since Las Vegas is now the location of the headquarters of

Midwest Drywall’s Themed Environments, this division will

manage the theming business for the company in Las Vegas

and other markets.

“Our intent was to establish an office here and stay as part of

the local market,” Nienke says.

“There were things done on this job that we’ll probably never

do again,” Nienke says. “Even after 27 years, we continue to

learn new technologies and strategies.”

“And the experiences had here will flow back to our other

offices,” adds McBride.

But there is much more faux magic to be made, as Las Vegas

is bustling with construction-and full of vast, parched open

spaces, waiting to be built upon. And Midwest Drywall and

Themed Environments will be there to make the faux magic

more than just another show on the Strip.
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